Committee on Children
PUBLIC INFORMATIONAL FORUM
Thursday, April 26, 2018
10:00 AM in Room 1B of the LOB

I. CONVENE FORUM

II. REMARKS BY THE CHAIRS

III. INVITED SPEAKERS

1. SARAH EAGAN
   OFFICE OF THE CHILD ADVOCATE
2. ATTORNEY DEBORAH STEVENSON
   HOMESCHOOLING NETWORK
3. DIANE CONNORS
   PRESIDENT, CONNECTICUR
4. PAM LUCASHU
   TEACH CT

**FRAN RABINOWITZ EX-DIRECTOR, CONNECTICUT ASSOCIATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS.**

**PETE HABERLANDT THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.**

*NOT PRESENTING BUT AVAILABLE TO TAKE QUESTIONS*

IV. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

V. ADJOURNMENT